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of achieving goals, and to study the brooder
aspects of editing such as file manipulation and
job control that have largely been ignored.

IN~ODUCTION
The subject of human factors in cunputing
systems has beoume an intriguing and exciting
field of study.
In the ten years since the
publication of Weinberg's book, ~
~
~
[17], the field has g r i n
considerably as is evidenced by Shneiderman's
~
[16], which sucve/s current
work and points in directions research might
continue.
One anthology
containing
many
representative projects is Coumbs and Alty' s
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OBJECTIVES
A study of text editors and the editing
process can lead in several directions. ~mong the
many alternatives, we have chosen to work on the
objectives listed below.
These are ordered with
short-term objectives first.
Whether the latter
objectives are achieved or even attempted depends
on our success in achieving some of the earlier
ones.

[6].

One of the active areas is computer text
editing.
At the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
Card, Moran, and Newell have conducted several
studies on the psychology of cumputer text editing
[2, 3, 4, 5]. For her dissertation research at
Stanford University and in cooperation with the
research group at Xerox, Roberts ihas conducted
several experiments to evaluate human factors in
computer text editors and has suggested numerous
others [15]. Ledgard and his colleagues at the
University of Massachusetts have investigated
natural language aspects of text editor command
languages [14].
At the University of Illinois
Hammer and Rouse have investigated freeform text
editing behavior [12], and more recently Hammer
has completed his dissertation on human aspects of
text editing [131.

Determine the principal ccmponents of
task time distribution.
Where do
users spend their time?
editing?
manipulating files?
seeking help?
How does the time distribution change
as a user gains expertise?
performs
different types of editing tasks?
uses different editing systems?
S t u ~ suboptimal performance.
To what
extent
do errors
increase
task
(rmpletion
times? What constitutes an
error?
typos only?
selection of a
lengthy editing sequence when a
shorter one would have accunplished
the same task?
undoing previous
work? To what extent can training or
on-line or off-line help reduce
error?

For some time now we have also been interested
in studying human factors aspects of cum~uter text
editors. We have surveyed the literature [9], and
we have conducted several investigations of our
own [10] ranging from an application of filecxmparison algorithms in editor few.arch [i],
through prediction of editing perfozmancs [7], to
the design and implementation of SIMPLE, our own
editing system for beginners [8, ii] ..

Predict editing task duration.
For a
given user, system, and task, how
accurately can the task time be
predicted?
What are the essential
characteristics that must be observed
and measured?

Currently we are concentrating our efforts on
gathering data to determine how much time users
spend performing various editing activities.
We
intend to extend the work begun in previous
studies,
to investigate
suboptimal
editor
performance including errors and nor~ptimal means

Validate models of editing perfozmancs
proposed by others.
How accurately
and to what extent do these models
predict performance?
Develop realistic models of editing
activities that incorporate aspects
neglected in previous studies, such as
file
manipulation
and
error
correction,
If these more complex
activities are also modeled, how
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accurately
predicted?

can

task

time

be

entire class that some sessions may be recorded
for experimental purposes, but there is no other
indication of when experimental data collection is
in progress.
Students ~
choose not to be
monitored if they wish. Subjects are selected for
field experiments by randum choice of account
number from among willing participants who are
actively
involved
in class programming
assignments.
~ne sane subject may be observed
several times.

Cnmpare editor quality. For a given
type of user and classification of
tasks, which editor or version of an
editor is best? What are quantitive
measures of editor quality for given
subjects, tasks, and systems?
How
easily can these quantitative measures
be obtained?

In the controlled experiments the subjects are
students of varying degrees of programming and
editing expertise.
They receive a flat fee for
their participation.

Improve
guidelines
for editor
design.
What kind of guidelines can
be provided?
To what extent is it
necessary to know the type of user and
classification of editing tasks in
order to make appropriate design
decisions?

An editing
task is defined
as the
transformation from the state in which the
subject's files are at the beginning of the
observation period to the state they are in at the
end of the period. In the case of initial prograu
entzy, the source file may be null.
An entire
session may be divided into several observation
periods delimited, for instance, by a subject's
attempts to cempile and execute the program under
preparation.
By scheduling the observations
throughout the course of the semester, editing
tasks of varying difficulty may be obtained.

Provide data to facilitate editor
standardization.
What type of
quantitative data would be useful for
encouraging standardization?
How
should thedatabeutilized?
Provide quantitative information to
assist
in training,
learning,
documentation,
and help.
What
information is likely to be most
helpful?
Can sophisticated online
help routines be implemented that not
only provide the "right" help but also
suggest to users how their performance
might be improved? Can help features
be improved by taking advantage of
current research on "expert system"?

Eventually,
natural
language
(document
preparation) tasks performed either on-an office
word-processing system or on a generai-purpese
ccmputer are also to be studied. We intend to
select such tasks also by capturing part of the
normal workload of the subjects.

Lay quantitative foundations for the
study of cognitive processes involved
in editing activities.
What data
would be interesting for the cognitive
psychologist?
How can the data be
appropriately presented?

The editors available to us include the SIMPLE
editor for novice programming students, IBM's CMS
EDIT (imbedded in CP), and the AM Jacquard Jl00
multiterm/nal word processor.
At this time only
the SIMPLE data collection program is fully
operational.
The CMS instrumentation is ready,
but requires additional testing and adjustment.
Programs for the Jl00 are likely to be more
difficult to implement.

ME~HODCLOGY
Our experimental world consists of subjects
who perform editing tasks using one of several
editing systems. Both field experiments, which do
not substantially affect the subjects' nomal
behavior, and controlled experiments, where
certain constraints are imposed on the subjects'
activities, are performed. The subjects' behavior
is observed essentially through a "gremlin" hidden
in the editing terminal who records and time
staupa each editing transaction for subsequent
cumputer analysis.
The files that contain the
subjects' work are also saved both before and
after the session.

In order to analyze the significant aspects of
the person-machine interaction in each of these
systems, we record commands (and responses) for
access to files, cemmon utility programs, and
compilers and interpreters in addition to cummands
for symbol manipulation within a single file.

The experimental designs are built around the
concept of automated analysis of the time-stamped
transcripts of editing sessions performed under
various conditions on one of several systems. The
principal data collection and analysis programs
consist of the following:

The subjects in the field experiments are
generally students in an introductory programm/ng
course (not taught by the experimenters) who are
preparing their programming assignments.
At the
beginning of the course a logon message warns the

~LL~B
This program captures each line
entered or displayed on an editing teminal and
saves it in a file. The time at which an entry is
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cempleted and the time at which the camputer
response is completed are also reo~rded in the
sane file.
The time is measured to one onehundredth of a second.
A subroutine in the
MCNI%~ program, called STEAL, saves the work
files before and after the session.

In order to eliminate the effect of
a subject is
asked to enter the string of editing
commands obtained in one of the a ~ v e
ways using only the INSET (or ENTER)
mode of the editor.

/ ~
~
This program recognizes and
labels legal editor cummands in each line of
entry, flags error conditions, counts the nt~ber
of characters in each oummand and argtm~ent and the
number of lines and characters in the response,
and computes the command entry time and cunputer
response time for each oummand. The input of this
program is the file generated by MONITC~ and its
output is a file consisting of labelled and
flagged cammands with certain line and character
counts, pre- and post-ccmaand time intervals, and
response times.

Innumerable variations are possible.
We may ask
subjects to optimize measures other than time such
as the number of commands or the number of
keystrokes.
We can also restrict the editing
cummands available in each experiment.
Subjects
may also be selected according to several
criteria.
It is clear that the design of
experimental protocols that lead to the greatest
insights using the available instrumentation will
continue to present a challenge to our ingenuity.
It is expected that the current exploritory
experiments will generate a nt~ber of specific
hypotheses that can be tested using new data.

the computer responses,

~ Q ~
/~LXZ~B
This program compiles
statistical information for a session.
The
statistics
include
the
time
intervals,
frequencies, command character counts, argtmaent
character counts, and error conditions associated
with each co.u,and or predetermined group of
commands.
In addition to session totals, means
and standard deviations are computed.
The input
of this program is the file generated by the
LEXICAL ANALYZER. The output is a file containing
the statistics and a set of printed tables.

INITIAL OBSERVATIONS AND DISa/SSION
After
conducting
a few
initial
pilot
experiments, it became obvious that the overall
experiment is quite intricate and complex and that
the amount of data collected could become
massive.
There are several recondite progrems
involved.
Each of these must be debugged and
thoroughly tested.
This is especially difficult
for pr(x/rams that have hooks into the operating
systems to gather time stamps because the
operating systems are being continuously changed
and updated. Ntmlerous special cases and quirks of
the systems have arisen; for example, internal hex
codes for time stamps have been "swallowed" as
control characters, special commands such as "null
input" have short-circuited the system and avoided
the time-stemping code, and some special system
modes cannot be time stamped at all.

~
A~YZ~
This progJ:am, which is
currently at the design stage, statistically
cempares several sessions consisting of the sane
subject performing different tasks, different
subjects performing the same task, or the sane
subject performing the same task on different
editing systems. The input of this program is the
file generated by the SESSION ANALYZER, and the
output is a file of suitable statistics.

F~.a~i

Now that many of the routines have been
written, it has beccme easy to generate numerous
output products, both printouts and files. Since
keeping track of experimental data is already
becoming burdensome, an elaborate, automated
naming convention has been established to identify
each product in a meaningful way. Deciding what
to discard and what to keep is also difficult.
Since we are not yet sure which data is of
interest, we feel uncumfortable destroying any raw
data.
Eventually we will have to summarize the
raw data into some more compact form.

2mX~Eal~

Once an experimental editing task has been
obtained frcm a field observation of an actual
work session, other subjects may execute the same
task under various controlled conditions.
~mong
the pilot experiments performed to date are the
following:
A subject is given listings of the
source and target files where the
necessary modifications are marked
with proofreaders symbols and asked to
make the required changes using the
editor.

By acting as subjects ourselves in an attempt
to generate an "optimal" editing sequence for a
given source and target file, we learned that we
don't even know how to characferize "optimal". We
attempted to minimize the number of keystrokes,
and although sucoessful, we are convinced that the
editing sequence produced was not "optimal"
because we had to spend a great deal of time
figuring out whether one sequence would have fewer
keystrokes than another.
For the particular
example, an unusual cambination of editing
commands was required to minimize the number of
keystrokes.
We suspect that unusual cumbinations
may be more of a rule than an exception if the

The string of editing
commands
obtained in the field experiment, in
the controlled experiment described
above, or by a "cummittee of experts"
is provided in the form of a listing
and a subject is asked to make the
changes by entering the cammands as
quickly as possible using the editor.
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Actual data that has emerged from the
experimentation to date is extremely tentative and
is based on only one or two pilot runs. We have
observed that in an uncontrolled experiment the
average entry time (between the end of the
previous computer response and the completion of
the command) is 20 seconds. The average time for
the computer response in the sarape experiment is
2.5 seconds. The command with the longest average
command entry time (27 seconds) is FOI~ARD; that
with the shortest (3 seconds) is TYPE.
A subject took 53 minutes to complete a
particular, actual editing task. A second subject
made the same changes using a copy marked up with
pr(x)freaders symbols in 9 minutes. Just keying in
the command sequence used by the original subject
took 7 minutes.
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